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The 'Shaun of the Dead' director’s new documentary interviews devotees of the band including Beck, Bjork and Duran Duran ...
Edgar Wright on Finally Making a Sparks Documentary About Pop Music's Secret Weapon
It takes a truly outstanding filmmaker to be among the very best despite having only released three films, but after Jonathan Glazer’s 2013 masterpiece Under the Skin, he established himself as one of ...
Jonathan Glazer's 10 favourite films of all time
The couple had their names removed from the shipment, and placed an order for the animals’ feet to be turned into “stools,” an “umbrella stand,” and a “trash can.” ...
How the Head of the N.R.A. and His Wife Secretly Shipped Their Elephant Trophies Home
The Premier League legend's wife, Coleen, has weathered a number of marital storms over the years, with the ex-striker playing away and partying through the night ...
Wayne Rooney's scandalous life - granny romp, prostitute threesome, 10-hour booze marathon
Leah Bassett, of Aquinnah, Massachusetts, apparently settled her lawsuit against Mile High Distribution Inc. and porn star Monica Jensen after they reportedly used her home to shoot gay porn.
Martha's Vineyard artist reaches settlement with adult film company after suing them for secretly shooting at least 30 gay pornos including Daddy's Big Boy at her $1.2M home
Cole Swindell earns his sixth No. 1 on Billboard's Country Airplay chart (dated July 31), as "Single Saturday Night" rises 2-1 in its 56th week on the tally.
Cole Swindell Scores Sixth Country Airplay No. 1: 'It's Because of the Fans'
Matt Damon had a unique response to his friend Ben Affleck rekindling his romance with Jennifer Lopez — all the details ...
Matt Damon Jokes That He Wishes Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez Nothing But ‘Hardship’
Instead, it has so far only marked the beginning of yet another surge, fueled by the Delta variant and abetted by a stalled vaccine drive: In just the past four weeks, case rates have more than ...
Covid Vaccine Mandates: Is It Time?
Nio - one of China’s most valuable electric vehicle companies - saw its stock decline by about 8% in Tuesday’s trading and remains down by about 11% over the last week (five trading days). The decline ...
Is Nio Stock’s 11% Drop A Buying Opportunity?
Ricoh USA has expanded beyond printers and copiers into digital services including cloud and IT infrastructure, cybersecurity and business process automation.
Going Beyond Print: Ricoh USA Accelerates Expansion Into Digital Services
Luke Bryan's brother, sister and brother-in-law all died young but the singer says he still feels a deep connection to each of them.
Luke Bryan Thinks of His Late Siblings as His Guardian Angels
Extreme heat in Britain will become the ‘new normal' even if the world meets its temperature targets, leading meteorologists say.
UK ‘to hit 40C on regular basis even if global warming is limited to 1.5C'
American A-10 Warthogs have not and will not shoot any depleted uranium—or DU—ammunition when attacking militants in Iraq and Syria, according to the Pentagon. Humanitarians hope this could be a ...
Army A-10 Warthogs Cannons Can Rain Down Radiation
The South Florida market is hot, hot, hot–in business and in real estate–but what does it mean? And will it last?
From the Magazine: Boom Times in South Florida
Paying for college yourself can be daunting, especially when the average student racks up $9,000 to $35,000 in debt each year. While financial ...
10 Tips to Pay Off College Debt Yourself
Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates is one of the richest men in the world -- and with good reason. He helped revolutionize the world by putting a computer on every desk. See: Just How Rich Are ...
10 Genius Money Tips From Billionaire Bill Gates
Aroldis Chapman couldn’t help but smile. Moments earlier, the Yankees’ fire-breathing, dagger-staring, glowering closer had been in a tight jam, one mostly of his own creation. He had begun the ninth ...
Yankees Magazine: Glove Story
The Carroll ISD school board will hold a special meeting next week after trustee David Almand announced on July 19 that he would be stepping down.
Trustee David Almand stepping down from Carroll ISD school board
Miguel Herrán, who plays Aníbal “Río” Cortés in “Money Heist” and Christian Varela in “Elite,” will star with “Below Zero” lead Javier Gutiérrez in “Modelo 77,” produced by Movistar Plus and ...
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